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Building the History Page 
Examples of Processes and Challenges During this Stage 
As is apparent with some of the other pages, I applied the same structures with regards to the 
banner, navigation bar and introduction sections of the page and the ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ code can be 
viewed for this below: 

The Banner Section of the Page – HTML Code 

 

The Banner Section of the Page – CSS Code 
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The Banner Section of the Page – The Outcome 

 

The Navigation Bar Section – HTML Code 

 

The Navigation Bar Section – CSS Code 
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The Navigation Bar Section – The Outcome 

 

The Introduction Section – HTML Code 

 

The Introduction Section – CSS Code 
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The Introduction Section – The Outcome 

 

 

 

After establishing the sections displayed before, I thought it would then be best to begin building the 
facts section of the page. After progressing well with this, I had created the following outcome 
below: 

The Current HTML Code 
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The Current CSS Code 
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At this stage, I had created several containers with the ‘history_container’ acting as the parent 
container to all of the content. Please note that at this stage I hadn’t changed the name of this 
container from ‘events_container’ to ‘history_container’ in the ‘CSS’ file. The ‘history_container’ 
displayed all content inside in column format, depending on the other styles, through the use of 
‘flex-direction: column;’. The containers called ‘sub_history_container’ were created to display three 
images in a row on each line through the use of ‘flex-direction: row;’ so that the formatting wouldn’t 
be affected by the parent container’s column formatting. The third set of containers called 
‘history_flex’ determined the content specific to each individual image with different colour borders 
being applied now and a ‘flex-direction’ of ‘column’ as the content inside would need to be 
displayed in a column format as opposed to that of a row. The final set of containers called 
‘sub_history_flex’ had been created to allow for elements such as ‘padding’ to be applied as well as 
a place for where the content would be held. 

The outcome at this stage can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (The Sections were Positioned too Close to each other) 

 

Due to the fact that the sections were positioned close together at this stage, I therefore added 
‘padding’ to ensure that space was created around each section: 

Adding ‘padding’ to the ‘history_flex’ Containers in the CSS file (Example) 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This added Space around the images rather than around the 
Sections) 

 

 

Due to the fact that the ‘padding’ had been applied to the wrong aspects, I then realised I had to add 
‘margin’ instead as this would cause space around the sections rather than within them: 

Adding ‘margin’ to the ‘history_flex’ Containers in the CSS file (Example) 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 

 

 

After resolving the previous issue, I then decided to add an overlay in order to allow for the text to 
appear as will be seen below. This was helped by ‘w3Schools’: 

Adding the Overlay (Examples Shown below) 

 

As is evident above, I needed to create a new container called ‘container’ which would contain the 
image as well as the ‘effect_overlay_new’ container that would consist of the text ‘Fact 1’. 
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Adding the CSS Code for the New Aspects/Overlay 

 

For the ‘effect_overlay_new’ ‘class’, this was displayed as ‘position: absolute;’ as well as having a 
faded background colour through the use of an opacity change of ‘0.5’. This would allow the 
background colour to overlay the image in the container, hence creating an overlay effect. The 
outcome of this can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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Although at the current time I thought that the idea would be beneficial to have an overlay effect 
with text to read on an image, I then decided it would be better to implement prayer flag graphics, 
created by myself, to make the page more interesting for the user. Therefore, I altered the section of 
the page shown above to the following below: 

The Changed HTML Code (Examples) 

 

As is evident above, I had changed the image to implement the newly created prayer flag graphics. 
The outcome of this change can be viewed below. Please note that the screenshots captured above 
and below had been taken at a later date when I had progressed further which is why other 
elements are also appearing. These will be explained later on in this document: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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After changing the appearance of the section as seen previously, I then wanted to add an aspect 
where the user could click to reveal the fact to make the page more interactive and to also explore 
new areas for myself. I found ‘jQuery’ code on the ‘w3Schools’ website which I integrated to see if 
this would be beneficial first of all: 

Integrating the Code from ‘w3Schools’ to Understand if this would Function Successfully 

 

 

With regards to the ‘jQuery’ code, this would collect the ‘ID’ called ‘flip’ and assign a function to it so 
that when clicked/selected, this would cause the collected ‘ID’ called ‘panel’ to show with an 
animation through the use of the ‘slow’ aspect. The ‘flip’ ‘ID’ related to the button in the ‘HTML’ 
code and the ‘panel’ ‘ID’ related to the ‘div’ containing the text. The ‘padding’ assigned to the ‘panel’ 
would make sure that the text was placed further down the container than the title. 
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After testing this, I then understood that this had worked as will be seen below: 

Before Selecting the Button 

 

After Selecting the Button (This had now Worked) 
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After this process, I then decided to add styles of my own to suit the website and brand of ‘CFENC’ 
and whilst undertaking this process, I encountered a problem where the buttons weren’t working for 
all the facts sections: 

The Process of Selecting the other Buttons (This wasn’t Working) 

 

As a result of this, I thought I could then assign a ‘class’ instead of an ‘ID’ to the ‘jQuery’ function 
that would allow for all of the buttons to work: 

Assigning the ‘class’ Instead of the ‘ID’ to the Function and the Buttons in the HTML Code 
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The Outcome of this on the Page 

 

When testing, I had realised that I hadn’t assigned a class to the ‘panel’ section which was why the 
text was formatting incorrectly so I therefore changed the ‘ID’ to a ‘class’ for the ‘panel’ aspect: 

Assigning the ‘class’ Aspect to a Couple of Sections for Testing Purposes 
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After continuing to test if applying a ‘class’ would help all of the buttons to function, I then 
encountered an issue where selecting one button would also make the text appear for the other 
buttons as will be seen with the example below: 

The Issue with all of the Text Appearing when only Selecting one Button 

 

At this stage, I then decided to assign a script for each fact section as I believed that this would work 
due to the fact that ‘IDs’ would be used to relate to a specific section. This would prevent other 
aspects from executing whilst focusing on one fact: 

Examples of Assigning each fact Section their own Function and Styling each ‘ID’ 
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Assigning the ‘IDs’ for both the Facts and Buttons to the HTML Code (Examples) 

 

After testing the different buttons again, I realised that this had then worked as will be seen below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Successful) 
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The Final Outcomes of the History Page 
After further refinements had been made to the history page such as changing the ‘class’ names and 
tidying the code, I had then managed to create the final outcomes on desktop and mobile devices. 
This can be viewed below. Please note that at a further later stage, the outcome of this may have 
changed due to several reasons including testing and further refinements: 

The HTML file 
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The CSS Code – Desktop 
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The CSS Code – Mobile 
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The Final Outcome – Desktop 
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The Final Outcome – Mobile 
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Building the Shop Page 
Examples of Processes and Challenges During this Stage 
As is apparent with some of the other pages, I applied the same structures with regards to the 
banner, navigation bar and introduction sections of the page and the ‘HTML’ and ‘CSS’ code can be 
viewed for this below: 

The Banner Section of the Page – HTML Code 

 

The Banner Section of the Page – CSS Code 
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The Banner Section of the Page – The Outcome 

 

The Navigation Bar Section – HTML Code 

 

The Navigation Bar Section – CSS Code 
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The Navigation Bar Section – The Outcome 

 

The Introduction Section – HTML Code 

 

The Introduction Section – CSS Code 
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The Introduction Section – The Outcome 

 

 

 

After implementing the sections shown previously, I then decided to integrate the code from the 
history page as this was of a similar structure to the required outcome of the main content section 
of the page. After doing this, I then began by removing the overlay effect as this wasn’t required: 

Removing the Overlay Effect from the HTML Code 
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After completing this process for the first fact, I then viewed the outcome on the page and I had the 
problem of the next fact formatting incorrectly which I soon realised was because I hadn’t removed 
one of the closing ‘div’ tags. Therefore, I removed this and this now solved this problem: 

The Issue with the Formatting 

 

The Closing ‘div’ tag that hadn’t been Removed 

 

Removing the Closing ‘div’ tag 

 

The Outcome of this Change (This had now Resolved the Issue) 
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After removing the overlay effect from each section as well as the images, I then integrated the 
styles from the history page but changed the names to suit that of the shop page: 

The CSS Code at the Current Stage 
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As is evident above, the ‘shop_container’ acted as the parent container that would consist of all 
containers and content. The ‘flex-direction’ was set to ‘column’ so that the content would be 
displayed in column format with sub-containers displaying a certain amount of shop items on a line 
through ‘flex-direction: row;’. This related to the containers called ‘sub_shop_container’ with the 
‘shop_flex’ containers being placed inside of these to format the structure of the content to be in 
column format without affecting each shop item section. The last set of containers called 
‘sub_shop_flex’ related to being able to display the content at the full width of their containers as 
well as being able to add space through ‘padding’ if required. The outcome of this can be viewed 
below. Please note that the images and buttons aspects will be explained at a later stage: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (Examples) 
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As well as the structure, I also implemented other styles relating to both the images which would 
appear in each section as well as the ‘Read More’ and ‘Buy’ buttons. 

For the process of the buttons, I first of all viewed the ‘Contact’ page as I knew that with regards to 
the contact form, the buttons included there were similar to the outcome required on the shop 
page. I had viewed the contact page to understand what the names of the ‘classes’ were and then I 
copied the styles in the ‘CSS’ file and implemented these into the shop section, renaming the 
‘classes’ and altering the styles: 

The Styles on the Contact Form in the CSS to Copy (Left) and Implementing these Styles into the Shop 
Section within the CSS file (Right)  

  

As is evident above, the only aspect I had changed at this moment in time was the width of the 
buttons as these were required to be shorter in length. The outcome of the buttons at this stage can 
be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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As a result of the buttons not positioning centrally, I then thought that adding ‘justify-content: 
center;’ and ‘align-items: center;’ to the containers the buttons were situated in would help to 
resolve this: 

Adding ‘justify-content’ and ‘align-items’ to a few of the Containers in the CSS file 

 

However, these changes didn’t resolve the issue which meant I then decided to add containers to 
each of the buttons as well as a container around the buttons so that this could be positioned 
centrally, hence then making the buttons position centrally: 

Creating the New Containers in the HTML Code 
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Assigning the Styles to these Containers as well as Changing some of the Current Styles 

  

Please note that these styles will be explained further on in this document. 

Undertaking the previous method then helped to solve the issue and now the buttons were being 
positioned centrally: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Successful) 
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At a later stage, the styles for the images and buttons appeared as shown below: 

The Styles for the Buttons and Images 

  

As will be seen above, the ‘shop_images’ related to the images which would appear in each section 
and I had set the width to ‘50%’ with the height being ‘auto’ due to the fact that the images needed 
to be small. I also created a new container for both the buttons to be placed in so that this would 
allow for easier styling on smaller devices. The ‘shop_btn1’ and ‘shop_btn2’ were containers relating 
to each of the buttons which had been implemented for structuring reasons, setting the widths of 
these to ‘20%’ each so that the buttons would be small in size with ‘margin’ being used to space the 
buttons apart from each other. The appearance of both the buttons were styled through the 
‘read_more_btn’ and ‘buy_btn’ ‘classes’ with the ‘hover’ aspect styling each button to change colour 
when being hovered over in order to indicate interaction. 
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One final aspect to add to the appearance of the shop items section was the title section with an 
icon. To do this, I copied the title section from gallery page first of all: 

Integrating the Code for the Title Section from the Gallery Page 

 

After completing the previous aspect, I then changed the content to suit the shop page: 

Adapting the Content to Suit the Shop Page, Implementing a Shopping Icon and a title to Match 

 

The outcome of this on the page can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of these Changes 

 

Due to the fact that the icon was too close to the top of the section, I therefore added more 
‘padding’ to the parent container called ‘shop_container’ to help add more space: 

Adding more ‘padding’ to the ‘shop_container’ Container in the CSS file 
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This now added more space between the icon and the top of the section: 

This Resolved the Issue 

 

 

After implementing a title section, I then thought it would be beneficial to integrate a modal that 
would display more information regarding the shop items when selecting the ‘Read More’ buttons. 
Therefore, I undertook research and integrated code from an example on ‘w3Schools’: 

Integrating the Code from ‘w3Schools’ to begin 
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As would have been evident above, the ‘JavaScript’ code would create three variables where 
elements from the code would be collected such as the modal and button to open the modal. The 
‘onclick’ functions would both open and close the modal with the close being activated by selecting 
the close button, in this case the ‘span’. Also, if the user selected outside of the modal, this would 
also close this. With regards to the ‘CSS’ code, the modal itself was set to ‘z-index: 1;’ to allow for 
positioning over the other content on the page with the close button changing colour whilst 
hovering over this. The other styles mostly related to the appearance of the modal. 

The outcome of integrating the code above can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 

 

As can be seen above, this then worked successfully and the modal was now appearing when 
selecting a button. 
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As a result of this, I then styled this aspect further to suit the theme of the website, integrating 
content to begin with: 

Adding Content to Begin the Process 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 

 

After adding the content to the modal, I then wanted to position the image to left and the text to 
the right. I firstly thought that adding ‘float: left;’ to the image would cause this to be placed to the 
far left with ‘display: inline-block;’ helping to also display the text on the same line as the image: 

Adding ‘float: left;’ and ‘display: inline-block;’ to the Image in the file 

 

However, I soon realised that this then caused the same outcome as shown before and I then had to 
explore another approach to achieve the required outcome. 
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Following on from the previous attempt, I then added containers as I thought this would force to 
position the content where required: 

Adding the new Containers in the HTML file to Surround the Image and Text 

 

Adding the new Styles for these Containers in the CSS file 

 

With regards to the newly created containers, I thought that setting the widths of each to ‘50%’ as 
well as displaying each as an ‘inline-block’ would allow the image and text to be displayed on the 
same line. However, as will be seen below, this didn’t create this outcome: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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After utilising the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’ to make several changes to the styles in 
order to understand how to resolve the issue, I then realised that the image was the aspect causing 
the problem: 

Example of the Image Causing the Issue (Overflowing onto Content Outside of Modal) 

 

After analysing the code, I had then realised I had kept the styles for the image from the earlier stage 
and so therefore removed these which prevented the outcome from above appearing: 

Removing the Styles for the Image in the file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 
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After using the ‘Developer Tools’ on ‘Google Chrome’, I realised that I needed to integrate ‘Flexbox’ 
again in order to position the elements in the desired order on the page: 

Understanding that the Use of ‘Flexbox’ was Required 

 

 

After beginning to implement ‘Flexbox’ to the modal, I encountered an issue where the title and 
close button aspects weren’t positioned inline: 

The Current Issue with the Title and Close Button 

 

Consequently, I then added another set of containers, one for the title and one for the close button, 
and I then styled these as is evident below: 

 

I believed that styling each to ‘50%’ in width would allow for both elements to be displayed on the 
same line. 
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However, after testing, this didn’t help to position both elements on the same line in the modal: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was Unsuccessful) 

 

 

At this stage, I had then realised I needed to reposition the placing of the title and close button 
through changing the ‘flex-direction’ of the ‘modal_title_flex’ container as this was set to ‘column’ 
whereas ‘row’ would allow for displaying inline: 

Changing the ‘flex-direction’ in the CSS file 

 

As is evident above, as well as changing the ‘flex-direction’ to ‘row’, I also changed the widths of the 
different containers relating to the title and close button. This was because the close button 
container only needed to be short in length to position it to the far right-hand side of the modal. 
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The outcome of these changes can be viewed below: 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This was now Successful) 

 

As would have been evident above, the elements were now being positioned inline and all that was 
required now was to swap the containers around due to the fact that the title needed to be on the 
left with the close button on the right: 

Repositioning the Elements in the HTML file and Changing the Widths in the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page (After adding ‘;’ to one of the Styles) 

 

Following on from the previous aspect, I then began to implement placeholder content into the 
actual content part of the modal. I also added a new ‘class’ for the image in the modal called 
‘shop_images2’ so that the width could be set to ‘100%’ to make the image fill its container: 

Adding the Placeholder Content as well as the new Image ‘class’ 

 

Adding the Styles for the new Image ‘class’ in the CSS file 
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The Outcome of this on the Web Page 

 

At this moment in time, the outcome was starting to appear as the one required. I now needed to 
add ‘padding’ for the text as it was currently too close to the edge of the container: 

Adding ‘padding’ to position the text away from the Edge of the Container 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page 

 

As will be seen above, adding the ‘padding’ caused an issue with reducing the height of the image. 
After removing the ‘padding’ completely, the issue still remained and I knew the reason for this was 
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due to the fact that the paragraphs were longer in height than image. Therefore, I reduced the 
amount of content as will be seen below: 

Reducing the Text within the Modal in the HTML file 

 

Adding the ‘padding’ in Again into the CSS file 

 

The Outcome of this on the Web Page (This had now Resolved the Issue) 
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I then progressed further with the styling of the modal and decided to also add a transition so that 
when opening the modal, this would cause a smooth fade effect to occur. This was helped by 
‘w3Schools’: 

Implementing the Transition into the Modal in the CSS file 

 

As is evident above, ‘keyframes’ were utilised where the opacity was changed from 0 to 1 for 
duration of ‘0.4s’. To apply the animation to the ‘modal’ class, ‘animation-name’ was utilised 
followed by the name set with the ‘keyframes’. 

The final outcome of the modal at this stage can be viewed below: 

 

The styles at this stage had been altered to suit the theme of the website with the background 
colour of the text in the modal being blue with white text. 

After this had been completed for one modal, I then applied this to the different shop items on the 
page. 
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The Final Outcomes of the Shop Page 
After further refinements had been made to the shop page such as changing the ‘class’ names and 
tidying the code, I had then managed to create the final outcomes on desktop and mobile devices. 
This can be viewed below. Please note that at a further later stage, the outcome of this may have 
changed due to several reasons including testing and further refinements: 

The HTML file 
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The CSS Code – Desktop 
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The CSS Code – Mobile 
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The Final Outcome – Desktop 
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The Final Outcome – Mobile 
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Conclusion 
Throughout developing this project, I managed to learn many new skills, including making a contact 
form function with validation and experimenting with ‘JavaScript’ and ‘jQuery’. This will help me as a 
developer by improving my understanding of where to utilise different technologies as well as being 
able to utilise aspects I have learnt in future projects. Overall, I feel this project has been a success 
and further refinements will be made at a later stage to add received content and maintain any 
aspects which require this. 

Please Note: I have included another document which demonstrates the testing process of the 
website on the page for this project at this stage on my personal website.   
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THIS IS THE END OF THE DOCUMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS DOCUMENTATION 
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